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3. Dispensa|on policy pawnshops/compra y benta companies
The CBA is willing to grant pawnshops/compra y benta companies a dispensation as mentioned
in section 48, paragraph 3, of the SOSCS if the following res|ctions and stipulations are met on
a continuous basis.
The pawicompra y benta activities are conducted by a limited liability company
('tnaamloze vennootschap'' or N.V.) registered at the Chamber of Commerce of Aruba
and has an establishment pennit issued by the Department of Economic Affairs,
Commerce and J.ndustl-y (DEZ,I!EEI to conduct pawn activities.
The company maintains at all times an equity of at least Afl. 50,000.
The pawicompra y benta actîvities are solely financed by the company's shareholders'
own funds or by loans granted by the shareholders to the company. The source of the
funds may not be subject to any doubts on the legality thereof.
4. The aggregate ouàtanding amount of the tr|sactionls) per individual must not exceed
Afl. 4.000 at any time.
5. The properness of the holders of qualifying holdingts) of the company must be beyond
any doubt; With 'çqualiàing holding'' is meant a direct or indirect holding of more than
10 percent of the issued share capital of a company or the ability to exercise directly or
indirectly more than 10 percent of the voting right in a company, or the ability to exercise
directly or indirectly a comparable degree of control in a company.
6. The fitness and properness of members of the managing board and other (co-)
policymakers of the company must be beyond any doubt.
Insofar applicable. the fitness and properness of members of the supervisog board of the
pawnshop/compra y benta company or any body within that company wîth comparable
tasks must be beyond any doubt.
8. Any contemplated change with regard to the persons as mentioned in paragraph 3. under
oints 8, 9 and 10 must be reported in writing to the CBA; such changes may be
?
lmplemented only upon prior wrîtten approval of the CBA.
The company must comply at all times with the CBA'S guidelines on the conduct of
business of pawnshops/compra y benta companies (hereinmer: the Guidelines).
10. The company must be in compliance with the Sanctions State Decree combat Terrorism
and Financing of Terrorism çsanctiebesluit bestrqding terrorîsme en
terrorismesnanciering, AB 2010, 27), the State Ordinance for the Prevention and
Combating of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Randsverordening
voorkoming en besîijding witwassen en te|orismefinancîe|ng, AB 201 1, no. 28), and
the Handbook for the prevention and detection of money laundeling and combating the
financing of terrorism issued by the CBA on June 1, 201 1 ( CF-T Handbook).
1 1. The company must comyly with the Directive on the Publication of Effective Jnterest
Rate for consumer loans lssued by the CBA on June 20, 201 1.
4. Submission of the request
In order to evaluate whether the aforementioned resèictions and stipulations can be met on a
continuous basis the written request for dispensation must be accompanied by the following
information and documents:
a. Articles of incoporation.
b. An extract from the registt'y of the Aruba Chamber of Commerce and a copy of the
business establishment permit issued by the DE'ZHI.
c. A copy of the sh|eholders' register.
d. hformation on the source of funds of the shareholderls).
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